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All too often, typography gets overlooked in larger design competitions—which is why we developed
one that gives the artforms their full due and recognizes the best designers in each category. Whether you
design your own typefaces, design typecentric pieces or create gorgeous handlettered projects, we want to
see your work—and share it with our readers.
Enter today for a chance to be featured in Print magazine, receive a prize pack from MyDesignShop.com,
and more.
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This is sadly the final season for Prem Krishnamurthy’s wonderful P! Gallery.
Weekend Heller

But the first of the last shows is
a good one: KAREL MARTENS: RECENT WORK (open through Oct. 30). Martens has appeared at P!
before, but this is quite different work.
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About Steven Heller
Steven Heller is the cochair of the SVA MFA Designer /Designer as Author + Entrepreneur program,
writes frequently for Wired and Design Observer. He is also the author of over 170 books on design and
visual culture. He received the 1999 AIGA Medal and is the 2011 recipient of the Smithsonian National
Design Award.
View all posts by Steven Heller →
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It is the first North American solo exhibition of the renowned Dutch graphic designer, the premiere of a body
of work—including his signature letterpress monoprints, an interactive video installation, a modular wall
covering system, and a kinetic clock sculpture—that extend his nearly 60year experimentation with color,
overprinting, patterning and time.
“Building upon Martens’ early kinetic work of the 1960s,” states Krishnamurthy, “a new clock sculpture—
composed of three multicolored disks that rotate according to hours, minutes and seconds—transforms the
flow of time into a phenomena of form and color. In contrast, a grid of letterpress monoprints from the past
year displays Martens’ intimate engagement with paper and ink. Overprinted with as many as 10 layers on
found administrative cards, these unique prints produce surprising and complex visual effects.”
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Also on display is Martens’ conceptual wallpaper system. Offsetprinted A4 sheets featuring stripes of
varying thickness, rendered in different colors, function as analog pixels in a doityourself graphic kit. The
show’s final work is an interactive video application that translates the camera’s vision into a custom pattern
language. Viewers control the scale and density of the pattern, reflecting Martens’ interest in the openended
and ongoing process of imagemaking.
P! is located at 334 Broome St., New York City.
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